The crystallographic texture of a zone melted Bi2Sr2CalCu20. high temperature superconductor was studied by X-ray diffraction technique. Semi-quatitative methods were suggested for texture estimation in this material. Some texture parameters were revealed to describe the texture state of the samples and to define their superconducting transport properties. A mechanism of the texture formation under zone melting treatment of the samples and some features of the texture were discussed.
INTRODUCTION
High field generation with superconducting magnets operating at liquid helium temperature is one of the important potential application of high temperature superconductors (HTSC). To create practicable magnets it is necessary to obtain HTSC wires with critical current density up to 105 A/cm2, but weak links between grains restrict critical current densities in this material1. So a high degree of crystallographic texture is a necessary condition for achieving high critical current capacity of HTSC. Zonemelting solidification is one of the most promising ceramic methods because of its high texturing ability2. A systematic texture study was carried out to determine the features of texture formation in zone melted Bi2Sr2CalCU2Oy ceramics. made by two methods: with a sharp focus monoelement heater (G-series) and by noncrucible zone melting in air (Z-series).
The monoelement heater with a shapr focus allows to process a material at peak zone temperature from 750 to 855C. The temperature gradient was 20 K/mm. The rods were drawn through the gradient region with a velocity of 8 mm/h. The temperature was maintained constant with 2 K accuracy.
The temperature control was not maintained during noncrucible zone melting with light heating. Drawing velocity was varied from 2.4 to 2.4 mm/h. Some sample were heat treated at 815C for 100 hr after melting. The gradient and zone melting techniques were described in detail elsewhere3. All the melting conditions and phase composition are available in Table 1. PROCEDURES X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out with the standard powder diffractometer DRON-3 (Co-K radiation) with texture attachment. X-ray spectra were registered in step scan mode (steps of 0.02-0.05 degrees) and were refined by the procedure described in4, which eliminates the instrumental aberrations. Both transverse and longitudinal cross sections (T and L) of the samples were XRD investigated ( Figure 1 ). X-ray spectra were used as a first approach for the texture estimation of the samples under discussion. The X-ray spectra for T and L cross-sections of G27 and Z28 samples are shown in the Figure 2 . X-ray line intensities of the sample G27 are similar for both cross sections and almost correspond to calculated line intensities while much higher (200) and (220) intensifies are obvious in T cross section of sample Z28. It indicates texture difference of the samples.
The integral intensity of diffraction lines can be used for fast texture analysis. This approach permits to define a texture parameter and its tendencies for series of samples in dependence on their manufacturing parameters. It is necessary to note that only relative (not absolute) intensities are needed for the elimination of geometry factors and spectrum registration errors. As bench mark lines we used (008), (200), (220) reflections (corresponding to possible texture maximum) and (117) as the least sensitive to texture changes because its pole is far enough away from (001), (100), (110) poles (~40-60) (see Figure 4) .
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IPF can show the texture evolution under changing zone/gradient melting conditions. Unfortunately, exact texture data are not available from these IPF because of the low accuracy of the integral intensity determination. Thus intensity of the lines in the center of IPF (such as (313), (315)) has relative errors of 30-60% because of their weak intensities and overlapping with neighbor lines. Nevertheless the IPF let to describe qualitatively the texture forming in the studied samples. One can see from Figure 4 that normals to (HK0) planes for the samples with strong texture Z28 and G26 mainly coincide with the rode axis, hence normals to (001) planes mainly lay in the direction perpendicular to the zone axis.
For study of predominant spatial orientation of (001) 
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as it is seen from Figure 5 . This indicates that the crystallographic planes (001) are stacked predominantly along the rode axis, but the (001) plane normals are oriented arbitrarily in the directions perpendicular to the rode axis.
The half width fit of the texture maximum in the cross section through the rode axis should be used as a parameter of the texture state. The parameter fit is 20 for Z7 and 15 for Z21 ( Figure 5 ).
We consider that the proposed parameter fit is the most correct value for the semiquantitative estimation of the texture degree for such texture type. The poles (100) and (110) of the transverse T cross section can be used only for revealing of the texture presence or absence. So any crystallography direction (HNO) can coincide with the T-normal if the (001) planes are stacked perpendicular to the L direction, hence the width and height of the texture maximum (100) and (110) Strong texture will be formed if R doesn't exceed Vma. When the zone is moving with Vmi < R < Vma all nuclei with the plane (001) parallel to the zone moving direction (or close to this orientation) will grow continuously during zone moving, they "are caught by a zone. "For unfavorably oriented grains the crystallization surface lags behind the zone front, and crystallization terminates. New random oriented grains appear and only favorably oriented grains will be selected by the above-mentioned mechanism. Soon the solidification front will contain predominantly grains with the (001) plane parallel to the L direction only and a strong texture will be formed. Finally, if R is too small (R < Vmin) the growth anistrophy will not cause any effect on the solidification process (at this mode samples with large grains with arbitrary orientation can appear). Thus an optimum zone velocity Vmi < R < Vma exists for perfect texture formation.
It should be noted that the above-mentioned mechanism takes place only in the case of zone melting. CONCLUSION X-ray diffraction analysis of gradient and zone melted samples was canfed out.
Texture analysis procedure is developed and the texture state of zone and gradient treated samples is described. The half-width of the texture maximum in the polar direction determines the transport properties of the investigated samples.
A texture formation mechanism is described for the studied samples. It is bases on the anisotrophy of HTSC crystal growth. In the frameworks of the proposed model factors favorable for texture formation were revealed: increasing the zone temperature and slowing down the zone velocity.
